
A clever girl's selection process!

This is strictly for females ready to find a life partner or husband. As a straight talking kind of girl, I tend to call
things out as they are, some find it a little brusque, but others find it refreshingly honest. I don't like the safe, sterile
sales patter of some matchmakers, which is often used to protect the service losing a paying client, but for me, that
is no way to work. When coaching, my goal is to turn someone's romantic life around, to help them achieve what
they ideally seek, a partner or husband. And if what may be holding them back from this, needs airing, then I will
say. I may be a little controversial, or politically incorrect, but hopefully, some of my full-on, old fashioned, solid
advice, might just add a different perspective. One of the first most important pieces of advice I give to females is
not to have sex too soon - certainly not within a few dates, or until you have had time to see the real person behind
the image they want to portray..

If you're not looking for commitment it won't matter if you have sex on the first, second or third date, where you
know very, very little about the person you share the most intimate act in the world with. And before anyone says;
it doesn't really matter if the man likes you he won't even think about whether you've hopped between the sheets on
the first date, well this may politically correct, but it is not 100% fail proof. This is NOT about whether a man has
low-self-esteem and needs to boost his ego, or whether he needs to notch up some numbers whilst he nurses a
broken heart, or is going to vanish after sex, or even, whether he's worthy of the woman. Society constantly talks of
sex partners, being sexually liberated - yes, this may be so, and in doing so, LOOK around you, more and more
men are less orientated towards commitment, romance, courtship. With apps like Tinder, men are actually looking
for sex partners, ( this is not to say that some women don't) but for the purpose of this post, it's women I'm
concentrating on. As a result "some" women are having sex too quickly instead of actually adopting a "PRE-
SELECTION" process that is potentially safer and gives you power to find out more about the man.



A prime example; I was browsing the blog of a very well known online dating site and came across a posting by a
young man in his thirties who happened to log onto their messaging service to chat. This was around midnight after
he had spent a Friday night out. He got chatting to this girl also in her thirties, they exchanged some of the usual
flirtatious communication and after a little while he asked her if she fancied meeting up, did she fancy coming
round to his place, or he would come round to hers..I'm gasping in disbelief, as not only is this extremely
dangerous, but where is this females "selection process". If a man is chatting with a woman at gone midnight
where he invites himself around to her home, or her to his, this is not about DATING, it's about a hook-up.

Neither knew anything about each other - just a photo, besides that, there is a clear signal here, she did not consider
or feel concerned over personal safety, think it was strange or that she wanted to go out on a date and find out more
about this man before allowing herself in a private space with him. He too, will have taken on board, she was not
considering safety. There are probably few men who won't have sex at a drop of a hat, that is just how evolution
has programmed men, I don't fight against it, nor worry about it, I don't care it's not politically correct, as I know
you cannot change the genome map of thousands of years to move hard wired programming overnight, the last 40
years of gradual "equality" is only a grain of sand on the beach of human attraction and how we choose partners. 
 
However, I do worry about women, my own gender who have become increasingly like men sexually which has
the knock on effect of women struggling to find men who will look at them beyond sex. Men don't really need to
have a serious relationship. Back to the couple; they met for coffee and ended up back at his place in under two
hours. Of course, or should I say, my guess is this female was not looking for a serious relationship and if she was,
then she needs to look at what I call a "Clever girls selection process"

What is this clever girls selection process, do you already use it? If we as women want to find a genuine, loving
committed relationship then we need to follow a simple but very effective process. Women are struggling to find
commitment minded men, especially once hitting 35-40 where I'm constantly told they just want and expect sex
within 2-3 dates. As a matchmaker of over 18 years it is one of the most frequently heard complaints. But, women
have encouraged this, they have moved the goal posts, they have chased after being as sexually active as men
where it is now accepted the norm, where sex no longer has to be part of a relationship. Which in turn has now
made men less inclined to commit as they have no need to. So for all the women who still see physical intimacy as
part of a loving relationship and not performed as a form of mutual masturbation without any involvement, the
disadvantages of this is now being experienced by many women on both sides of the coin.

There is nothing prudish about a woman who chooses not to have sex on the first several dates, in fact she is
probably more sexual in many ways as good sex is not just a mechanical act, it's where both the emotional and
physical comes together. It's also called "good selection process mechanisms" It's called empowerment, being
informed enough to make wise choices when selecting a partner. Invariably women who know they want
commitment, know what "Qualities" are important in a long term partner, they're not swayed by a man that's hot.
Meaning, she knows she doesn't want a succession of sex partners in hope one might turn out to be a serious
relationship. She wants to gain the information she needs before she gets involved emotionally and physically, thus
saving the usual roller-coaster many women go through month in month out to only find out HE was never
relationship material.

Never presume you're going to be a couple after having sex.
Always focus on men who are looking for what you're looking for, stick to it!
Ask questions, early on, if he walks, doesn't call, then you have your answer.
Evaluate a man over some weeks, his personality, is he kind, compassionate to others, watch how he treats
and looks upon the vulnerable in society. Your looking for empathy and compassion, two huge factors that
make both men and women good partners.
Does he DO what he says, so important, actions and words must match
If you want a family, don't try to a change a man who is unsure, you will end up in an insecure position and
it may not lead you to what YOU want.



How does he treat his mother, is he close to his mother - this relationship can tell you a lot, and can often be
a barometer as to his relationship style.
What is his longest relationship - do they always end at the same point?
Does he seem open emotionally or are you always wondering where you stand?

Is he kind to animals - even IF you don't want an animal, or he doesn't, often how we treat or view any vulnerable
living being can tell us a lot. Would you really want to partner with someone who treated animals cruelly, you
won't find this out or any other flaw in one night of sex, so plan ahead.

We cannot change how men and women were programmed to choose long-term partners, it's tens of thousands of
years on the genome map, and it can't be changed overnight, not even with sexual equality can we change mother
nature. Most men will have sex at any time, they just need a time and place, but so what, women should be
choosier than that, we deserve to be, we could potentially carry a child, and any child should have the knowledge
they are not just a product of a late night hook-up with a man who was searching for a sex partner. Remember a
man or woman who has sex on the first night based on "physical attraction" is NOT using any selection process
apart from the immediate urge to have sex, that pretty much reduces us down to the mating rituals of animals, yes I
know we are all animals, but we have the capacity to logically use our brains to make wise choices, and having sex
on date one is not one of them! Select wisely!


